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We present a decision algorithm for Smullyan’s lark combinator. The method of choice consists in 
designing a canonical rewrite system which is confluent and terminating, or equivalently, 
ChurchbRosser and strongly normalizing. This is related to the completion of an equational theory, 
but slncc traditional completion is divergent, wse consider a set of rule vc,hcvnrs rather than a set of 
rule\. This yields a polynomial decision procedure for the Lark combinator and many other 
fragmcnta of combinator) logic. 
1. Introduction 
The aim of the present paper is to present an effective and efficient decision 
procedure for the word problem on the free term algebra CL(L), generated by 
Smullyan’s [12] lark combinator L and a binary operation (application, denoted by 
juxtaposition), subject to the convertibility relation = which is the smallest congru- 
ence extending the reduction relation induced by the rule Lah+u(bh), for all 
u, bECL( L). 
Recently Statman [ 131 proved that this combinator is decidable, but we feel that his 
procedure does not shed much light onto the possibilities for decision algorithms 
dealing with other fragments of combinatory logic. In contrast, our method for 
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creating decision procedures can be applied to several other combinators as well. In 
fact, it is related to Knuth-Bendix completion (see [9]) based on the fact that the 
length of a term yields an (almost) well-founded ordering on classes of convertible 
terms for many combinators. However, in most cases the completion involves an 
infinite number of reduction rules. 
For the following. we assume that the reader is familiar with combinatory reduction 
systems and has some background knowledge about reduction systems and combina- 
tory logic in general. (lise, for instance, [6]; the standard references are 13. 51.) 
2. First observations and informal survey 
In combinatory logic based on standard combinators such as S and K or B, C, I. 
and S the convertibility relation (sometimes called uccrk ryualir~~) is not recursive 
neither is any nontrivial set of terms which is closed under the convertibility relation.’ 
Informally, the reason for this lies in the UU?I~~M~~V~~ c.ornp/eterl~~.s,s of these systems, 
which allows representing all partial recursive functions. A natural question to ask 
might be: “What if we do not have combinatory complctcncss?“. This leads to systems 
generated by combinators which are different from the ones mentioned above, and 
since one has to begin somcwhcre, one might even think of systems generated by one 
single combinator. Hut even then. bad news come in form of a proposition’ stating 
that there are combinatorially complctc systems generated by one single combinntor 
(although examples of such basic combinators come with reduction rules lacking nice 
properties like being proper or regular). After this. one begins to wonder if there arc 
any decidable subsystems of combinatory logic at all. As a matter of fact, there are 
many. 
It is not difficult to verify, that all the combinators mentioned above are strongly 
normalizing. except S. In situations like thcsc. the decision algorithm is very simple: 
To decide equality of two given terms. reduce them to their respective normal forms 
(which can be found in finite time because of strong normalization, and which are 
unique because of the Church-Rosser property), and compare the normal forms 
symbol by symbol. Questions about convertibility are, thus, translated into questions 
concerning the syntactical structure of normal forms. which are easy to answer. 
Our method is derived from this observation. but we will not look for normal forms 
with respect to the natural reduction Lrrh +~(hh). In the spirit of “short is simple”, we 
will look for normal forms among the shortest possible representatives of a given class 
of convertible terms, and adapt the reduction relation accordingly. Because the 
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reduction + is not strongly normalizing, but the reverse reduction + _ ’ is, we choose 
the latter for our first try. Now, a new problem arises, because +-’ lacks the 
Church-Rosser property. Essentially, what we do is to define another notion of 
reduction, extending -+ -’ (which we call “jump reduction”, since it boils down to 
jumping from any “backward” normal form to a canonical one). It will be 
Church-Rosser as well as strongly normalizing and, thus, will solve the decision 
problem. 
3. The system CL(L) 
Let CL(L) be the set of terms of combinatory logic built from the constant L alone 
by means of application. As usual, the abbreviation a”b is defined by u’h-h and 
I1 n+ ‘h-cr(~~‘h) for any LI,~ECL(L). As another short form, we use L2= LLL. 
Definition 3.1. 
l On CL(L) the one-step reduction + is the smallest relation satisfying Luh+u(bh) 
and NM/J + (uc+hc and UVL.~) for all u,h,c~cL(L). 
l The transitive, reflexive closure of + is denoted by ++ and the corresponding 
convertibility relation by =. (Note that = is the symmetric closure of -.) 
We need a few more general notions and a basic result. 
Definition 3.2. Let X be a set and -+ G X x X a relation on X. Again denote the 
transitive, reflexive closure of + by +. 
l A (finite or infinite) sequence (I,, u2, in X is called +-&in, if ui-+ui+ 1, for all i. 
l + is called srr-ong/~l normdizin~g (SN) or terminating, iff there are no infinite -+- 
chains in X. 
l is called \c~kly Church -Ros.ser (WCR) or local/~ cn@urnt, iff for all II, h, VEX with 
o+h and II+~. there exists d~x such that h+d and c+d. 
a ---t is called Churd-Rosser (CR) or cor$urrzt, iff for any LI, h,c~X with u-4 and 
(I+(‘. there exists d~x such that h-d and c+d. 
Proposition 3.3. A relution which is ,strongly normaliziny and sutkfifies the wvak 
Church-Rossrr property .wti$ies tk Church-Roswr property (SN + WCR*CR). 
Proof. See [l I]. 0 
Whenever a reduction relation -+ is both SN and CR, there is a simple solution for 
the word problem of the corresponding congruence =: Just find the normal forms” of 
two given words (whose existence and uniqueness are granted by SN and CR) and 
compare them: The original two words are equal in the sense of the congruence =, iff 
’ Recall that B term c is in no~~ntr/,/orm if there is nod such that c +d or. equivalently, if c’ contains no redex 
as suhterm. 
their respective normal forms are identical. But, as most of the natural reductions in 
combinatory logic are not normalizing at all. there are usually only partial methods, 
e.g., the so-called lyfimost-redultiorl strc~try~’ (for more information, see 133) which 
does reduce a term to normal form ~chrn~er it lz~s one. We also find this situation in 
the case of CL( L), where we have infinitely many terms without normal forms, e.g., 
LL( LL): 
LL( LL)-+L( LL( LL))+...-,L”( LL( LL))+.,. 
But at least we have the following theorem. 
Proof. See [7] or modify one of the standard proofs for CR in the lambda calculus or 
combinatory logic. 7 
We saw that we will not succeed in assigning a canonical representative to every 
class ofconvertible terms, if we follow the natural reduction + on CL(L), leading from 
Luh to U(M) ~ the terms are much more likely to grow to unlimited length. This leads 
to the idea that there may be some way to track down, not, where we are going with 
reduction, but where we come from. If one compares a +-redex Lab with its 
contractum tr(hh), one gets the strong feeling that the reverse reduction would be SN. 
But what about CR. which holds for +? As it was shown by G. Plotkin (cited in [3, 
Exercise 3.5.11 (vii)]). one cannot conclude the “upside-down”-CR property for a 
relation from its being CR. Indeed, there are counter-examples for the backward 
+-reduction in CL(L): 
L( Lu)h+a(hh(hh)) and (I( LLhh)++cr(hh(hh)), 
but there is no common reduct. i.e., (.ECL( L) such that 
c’+ L( Lu)h and L’+u( LLhh). 
Hence, we cannot use directly the inverse + ’ of +, since the above example shows 
that -+ ’ violates CR, which is intolerable for decision purposes. We will. hence, have 
to introduce a new notion of reduction (based on +-I). Recall for the following 
definition that L_3 = LLL. 
Definition 3.5. On CL(L) we define the reduction M (“jump”) as follows: 
(Rl) ~(hh)t++,~ Lab. 
(R2) a( LLbb)wRz L( LLl)b. 
(R3) (I( L”+‘( L”L3b)b)H+R3 L”+‘ub for n>O. 
(R4) I!(L,LL)H+,, L”trL 
(R5) a(L”(LL(L”L3))(LIIL.~))~R5L”‘3~~(LRL3) for n>l. 
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(R6) L’(k/)L3H-‘& L(Lt7)L,. 
(R7) L2( LLu)L,w,, L( LLu)L,. 
(R8) L2(L”L,u)L,tt+,, L(L”L,u)L, for n>O. 
(R9) LL3L3++R9 L,L,. 
(RIO) L(LL(L”L3))L3twKIOLL(L”L3)LJ for n30. 
Additionally, we require that (I~Ri h => IK wRi hc and ca tt+Ri ch for arbitrary 
(I, h, (.ECL( L), and any of the above reduction rules (Ri). Finally, tt+ is given by a++b 
8 ~tt+~~h by one of the rules (Ri). 
As usual, we denote the transitive, reflexive closure of H by IN. 
What is the idea behind I+‘? Obviously. one has ~r-+h + h-u, which guarantees 
that tt+ generates a congruence at least as big as + does. (Later on we will show that 
they are the same.) This slightly exotic relation is best regarded as the limit of 
a process which, starting from the inverse of +, fixes the CR property by introducing 
new kinds of rules, thus relating formerly unrelated normal forms. Every step (i.e., 
every wRi) generates some critical branches in the backward reduction which may 
not be confluent and, hence, violate CR (even WCR). Jump reduction ensures, that, at 
every level of this process, we can “jump” from one branch to another. As we shall 
prove, we will not jump forever. 
Proof. Define 1 1 :CL( L)+N (the length of a term) inductively by 1 LI := 1 and 
I(crh)J:=lcrl+lhl. Because of the compatibility of ) I with CL(L)‘s term building 
process. one only has to show that the length of a tt+-redex is never less than the 
length of its contractum. A simple calculation shows that the length I I is strictly 
decreased by any contraction step, except in the case of a( LL)tt+ LuL, where it remains 
unchanged. Towards a contradiction, assume that there is an infinite tt+-reduction 
sequence uO~aI tt+... It follows that there is a number 17 such that for any ian, 
Ni~Lli+ 1 by contraction of a redex-occurrence of the form u( LL). Moreover, since 
there are only finitely many terms of a given length, our infinite reduction sequence 
must become circular and “loops” over a finite set of terms. 
Furthermore, if a contraction (I( LL)w LaL does not decrease the number of redex- 
occurrences of the form x( LL) in the term containing aLL, then a = LL: Lu = L( LL) is 
then again a redex of this form, and the number of redex-occurrences of this kind 
remains unchanged during this contraction. But even if all the ++-redexes in a term 
are of this particular form, all of them will be +-+-contracted after finitely many steps, 
since the contraction of a rmtructum of such a redex does decrease the number of these 
particular redex-occurrences by one. So, the number of length-preserving redex- 
occurrences does decrease sooner or later; hence, H-t-reduction cannot loop, and 
infinite ++-reductions sequences are, thus. impossible. 0 
Proof. In order to improve readability. we postpone this technical and lengthy proof 
to the last section. 
According to Lemma 3.6 and Propositions 3.3 and 3.7. we have shown that tt+ is 
CR, which is essential for the proof of the following proposition. 
Proof. For the proof of the implication t it is enough to show that ++-reduction 
preserves equality. the convertibility relation generated by +. We have to verify that 
all the redexes of all the rules in Definition 3.5 arc equal to their contracta: 
(Rl) tt(hh)= Ltrh by definition. 
(RI) a( LLhh)= L( Lu)h because of the reductions L( L~/)h”~l(hh(hh))~c/( LLhh). 
(R3) u(L”+‘(L”L,~)/J)=L”-’ rrh. This needs induction on the exponent tt. 
If t7 = 0, the statement is true by tr( L( L,h)h)++ct( hh(hh)( bb(bb)))+L3ub. 
For II > 0. We ca 11 use the derivation u(L”+~(L”+‘L~~)~)+ 
II ( L” + l ( L”L,(hb))( bb))= L”. “tr(hh) by the induction hypothesis, but also 
L “+~ltb~L”+-~~t(/J/J). 
(R4) o(L,LL)= L”ctL. In this cast wc have u( L, LL)+o( L( LL( LL)) L)+ 
ct( L(L,L)L)= L’trL. where the last step comes from the already justified 
equation for (R3). 
(R5) ct(L”( LL( L”L,))(L”L,))= L”+-3~t( L”L3). This follows from 
(I( L”( LL( L”L,))(L”L,))+tt( L ‘I+‘( L”L,( L”L,))( L”L,))= L”+3~t(L”L3) by the 
equation for (R3) aboLe. 
(R6) L’( Lrr)L,=L( Ltr)L, is a consequence of L31iL, = a( L( L, L,) L3)t 
(I( LLL3 L,)= L’rrL3 by (R3) and (R2). 
(R7) L’(LLa)L,=L(LLrt)L, is implied by LL(LLa)L,+L2(L(urr))L,= 
L( L(~tcr))L~t L( LLct)L,. where the equation in the middle is proved in (R6). 
(R8) L’( L”L, a) L3 = L( L”L, It) L,. This is proved by induction on tl. If t7 = 0, then 
L2( L.11t)L~+L7(LL(trtt))L~= L( LL(MI))L 3+L( L3a)L3. using (R7). For tt>O, 
consider L’(L”L,~t)L.~-rLZ(L”~1L.~(~t~t))L.~=L(L”-’L3(~t~t))LjtL(L”L,~~)L3. 
(R9) LL,L,=L,L,. This comes from LL,L,+L’(LL)L,=L(LL)L3+L3L3:using 
the result of (R6). 
(RIO) L( LL( L”LJ))L3 = LL( L”L,)L,. This follows by application or (R6) in 
L(LL(L”L,))L,~L(L(L”L,(L”L,))L,=L(L”L,(L”L,))L,tLL(L”L,)L,. 
For the other implication =;> suppose that Lt =h. Then. since + is CR, there is ~ECL( L) 
with (I+( and b-c and. thus. ~KH(I and cwb. since + ’ is contained in tt+. But tt+ is 
also CR; so, we get the existence of ~/ECL( L) with (IH~ and burl. 0 
Now the decidability ofequality in CL(L) follows easily with the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.9. For (I, ~ECL( L) ow llas LI = h, #LI r~rd h haw the saw w-normal,fbrm. 
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 3.6 and Propositions 3.7 and 3.8. L- 
In order to decide whether two terms u. ~ECL( L) are equal (+-convertible), simply 
w-reduce them to tt+-normal form, which is a process that always terminates by 
strong normalization. and then check whether the resulting terms are identical or not. 
4. Conclusions 
In this (logically) last section WC would like to make some remarks about how this 
result relates to other results in the field. 
First. note that the complexity of this decision procedure is a polynomial of low 
degree, since it is based on rewriting, whereas Statman’s [13] procedure does not 
seem to easily allow complexity estimates. Additionally, our procedure lends itself 
to an extended system including not only ground terms. but also variables, without 
modification. 
Furthermore, the decision algorithm based on the jump reduction works not only 
for CL(L). We have been able to apply this method and carry out analogous 
decidabihty proofs to other combinators. e.g.. W and M 1 with the following reduction 
rules: 
WLlh’llhh. 
It is worth noting that W is one of Curry’s basic combinators5 and that B, C, and 
I all have strongly normalizing reductions and, hence. generate decidable structures as 
long as we consider them one at a time. However, the system generated by the basis 
I B, C, I. W ) is known to be of the same expressive power as the i.l-calculus:5 hence, 
conversion in this system is not decidable. So. we conclude that decidabihty may get 
lost. when we proceed from “good” systems to their union (i.e., the system generated 
by the union of the bases of the well-behaved systems). equipped with the least 
compatible conversion containing all the basic conversions. It is. thus, natural to ask: 
Under what exact conditions will decidability disappear’? An answer to this question 
might also be of some help in finding other decision methods. This kind of solution to 
the decision problem gives also some explicit knowledge about the structure of the 
system under consideration, here CL(L). (Would you have guessed before, that 
LkL3 L, = L3 L, for any li‘?) 
As we mentioned earlier, this method is related to Knuth--Bendix completion (also 
called critical-pair completion). In principle, it would be possible to substitute known 
+scc [SJ. 
‘See 1.3. Proposition 9.3.5. and the proof” of Proposition 9.3.71 for a delinition of S using C, B and W. 
results about infinite completions for our proof. (See [I. 2.4,8. IO]). However, in order 
to apply these results. all the explicit knowledge. we produce for our proof, would be 
necessary. 
5. Proof of Proposition 3.7 
This section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 3.7 which is crucial to this 
approach to decidability. 
Proof. The plan of the proof is as follows: All situations where the CR property might 
possibly be violated. have to be investigated. This can only happen when there is 
a term allowing simultaneously two different reductions to be applied. Our task will 
be to verify that all those pairs of co-initial reductions are confluent. Consider two 
co-initial t++-reductions. induced by redexes 3, and ‘IL. respectively: 
First, we dispose of the trivial CXCS: If 1, and ~1~ arc nono\,erlapping, it is easy to 
find a common reduct by just reducing one after the other. The same is true for 
,1, G A2 since all of the rcdexes of the reduction rules are tt+-“irreducible” with respect 
to the other rules. i.e., the very same rule has to be applied to both L31 and .42. thus 
yielding identical results. 
In all other cases. WC may assume that ,I, is a subterm occurrence inside d, The 
possible forms of d, and .4, are given in Definition 3.5 and also listed below. 
Next we mention that all the cases, where /I2 occurs in a variable subterm of ,4 1 are 
straightforward: Since, if II $ (I’ or h 2 h’. then we have, for instance. 
fI( L” ’ ’ (L”( LLL)b)b)wtr’( L”‘l( L”( LLL)b’)b’)H+L”’ “db’ 
as well as 
(I( L” + ’ (L”( LLL)h)b)~L”+3Irb~L)‘+3[1’h’ 
and likewise for the redcxes of a11 other types. 
For the nontrivial collisions. it is enough to focus on the nonvariable subterms 
inside the redcxes containing a (meta-)variable. excluding the whole term, which are 
l hh in a( hb). 
l LLb and LLbb in U( LLbb). 
l L”L~b.L(L”L~~/~).....L’~+‘(L”L~~/~),L”f’(L’~L~~/~)b in ~~(L”*‘(L”Ljb)b), 
l None in LI( L3 LL), 
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l None in a( L”( LL( L”L,))( L”L,)), 
l La and L( La) in L2( La) L3, 
l LLa and L( LLa) in L’(LLa)L,, 
l L”L3a and L( L”L,u) in L2(L”L,u)L,, 
l None in LL3L3, 
l None in L( LL( L”L3))L3. 
In the following main part of the proof, we will consider all these redexes of any type 
and all their critical subterm occurrences. To every co-initial pair of contractions we 
give two reductions leading to a common reduct. 
A I E u(M): The only critical subterm is bb which we have to match against the redexes 
of all the reduction rules (Rl)-(RlO): 
l dz-bb-x(yy),x(LLyy),x(Lm~l(LmLjy)y),x(LJLL), or x(L”(LL(LmL3))(L”L3)): 
We can treat those five rules in common since we do not need knowledge about 
their exact form. Note that rules (R l))(R5) are all of the form UT [b] TV,- LYuO [b], 
where r[b] and 0 [b] are the appropriate terms which may [in (Rl)-(R3)] or may 
not [in (R4) and (R5)] depend on b. 
From bb = xf [y], we have b = x = r [y]. The co-initial contractions and con- 
tinuations to a common reduct are 
There is a slight modification for y = 1: This would cause Lye2 L, to be undefined. In 
this case, use the reduction sequence 
We will refer to this scheme as yeneric reduction for the rules (Rl)-(R5). Whenever 
;I - 2 appears in a generic reduction later on, the reader is invited to account for this 
by himself. 
l A,-bb$L2(Lx)L3,L2(LLx)L3,L2(L”L3x)L3,LL3Lj, or L(LL(L”L,))L,. This is 
because the right subterm is everywhere L,; so, we would have bs L, and 
A2-bb=L3L3, which is not true for any of the listed. So, there are no other 
nontrivial co-initial contractions. 
A 1 = N( LLbh): There are the two critical subterms LLh and LLbh. 
l A2 = LLb: For the gcncric reduction, we have LL~=.xT[J]; thus, XE LL and 
h- r[~]. The reductions are 
A,i& L’rrl‘[y]tt+, L;+‘&[J~]. 
l A,-LLhfL’(Ls)L,.L’(LLs)L,.L’(L”L,s)L,,LL3L3,L(LL(L”LJ))L3. The argu- 
ment is here that the left subterm of none of them is LL. 
l AZ = LLhb=sT[J,]; thus, .Y- LLb- LLT[y]. This is an analogue to the generic 
reductions for A, = LLb above. The only change is in 
‘12 
l Az-LLbb~L2(L.~)L,,L’(LL.~)L,,L’(L”L,x)L,.Theleftsubtermshould be LLL, 
which is never the same as L( L( . ..)) regardless of what x we take. 
l Az-LLhb$LL3Lj.L(LL(L”L_3))LJ. 
A 1 =a( L”+ ‘( L”L,bb)): Now we have many critical subterms. For L” L,h and 
L”’ ’ ( L” L, h) b we can use generic reductions. for the others of form Lk( L” L, b) we have 
to be more specific. 
l A2 = L” L3 h = SP [ y]; thus. I s L” L3 and b E I‘ [ ~‘1, Then 
A, i&, L”+3ub~, L”+‘trO [J]. 
A,& LI( ,“+I( L”+’ L30[~.])/~) 
HUT (,( L” + 1 + :’ (L”+‘LL.10[.1‘])0[!,])~R3L’1+;‘+3110[!.]. 
l A2 = L” L, h = L2 ( Ls) L,: This implies that h G L,, as well as L” L, F L”( Ls). Writing 
this as L’( L( L’-“.Y))E L’( L.Y) we see that this works only for n>2 and .Y- L,. 
Then 
A,&, L”+“aL3~Kh L”+‘trL3. 
il,tt&~(L”+~ (L”_‘L,L,)L,)~,,cr(L”(L”~‘L,L,)L,) 
f-u3 L n+2ClL3. 
l AZ = L”L3b= L2( LLr)L,. This can only be satisfied by setting b- LA. SE L, and 
II = 2. Then 
l AZ- L”L,h$ L2( L”L3x)L3, because we should then have L”-* L3- L”L3.x which is 
not possible. 
l A2-L”L3h-LL3L3. Thus, h-L3 and n=l. Then 
A, &, L4LIL3b!+K(1 L3aL3, 
l A2-L”L3h+L(LL(L”L3))L3. 
l A2 E L”+ ’ ( L”L3h)h=.vr [ y]: There is only one minor change compared to the 
generic reductions of A2 = L” L3 h: 
Al &a( L”+:+ ‘( L”L,h)O[y]) 
HyU( L”+‘+: ( L”+“L30[y])0[~])b!+L”+;‘+3a0[y]. 
l A2~L”+‘(L”L3h)h~L2(LL.x)L3, because L’-‘(L”L3L3)-LLx is impossible. 
l A2=L”+’ ( L”L3h)h- L2( L”‘L,u)L3 implies h-x= L, and n=m= 1. Then 
A, &, L4~~L3~RhL311L3. 
l A2~L”+‘(L”L3h)h7kLL3L3 or L(LL(L”L,))(L”L,). 
l A, = Lk( L” L, h) = x( J!J~): This is only possible when k = 1 and h SE J’= L” L,. Then 
A, tz,, L”+30( L”L3), 
. A2~Lk(L”L3h)r.x(LL~y): This cannot happen unless k= I. n=O, and h-y-L. 
Then 
A, &, L3aL, 
A, &, a( L’ LL)wR4 L3uL. 
l A2 = Lk( L” L3h) cannot be equivalent to x( L”+ ‘(L” L,J)J~), .u( L3 LL), or 
x( L”( LL( L”L,))( L”L,)), because Lkml( L”L3h)+Lm+l(LmL3~)~,L3LL, or 
L”(LL(L”L,))(L”L,). 
430 111. Spwmqw. ,M. M~)wlutin-B6tri 
l Lk( L” L3 h) does not match L2(Ls)L3,LZ(LLr)L,,L2(L”L,X)L~,LL~L~, or 
L( LL( L’” L3)) L, : A z has the form L( . ), whereas the term on the right-hand side 
display the structure L( ) L,. 
A, = L’( Ltr)L,: There are La and L( LN) as critical subterms. 
l AZ- LLI=.Y~~[J]; therefore. .Y- L and a-r[y]. Then 
A,& L’(L’LO[y])L 3~R,LZ(L:‘-2L30[!.])L3 
t-K8 L( L, -zL_3@cJ’l)L3. 
(Recall that, if ;‘= 1. the reduction sequences have to be adapted.) 
l .4? cannot be the same as La+ L’( L.u)L,, L’( LLs)L,, L’( L”‘L,s)L,, LL, L,, or 
L( LL( L”‘L,))L,, since in none of these terms the left subterm is L. 
l .1 2 E L( Ltr) E .x( ye,). Thus. (I E .Y E ~3 E L. Then 
1, 
A, wRR L( L(l) L.T ++R I L, L,. 
0 L( Lu)$.s( LLyj,) or x( L”‘+ ’ ( L”‘L,J,)J,), because neither L- L”+‘( L”L,y) nor 
L = LLy are possible. 
0 L(L~~)~L’(L.~)L,,L”(LL.u)L,.L~(L”’L,~)L,.LL,L,, or L(LL(L’“L,))L,. 
A, K L2( LLu) L3. There are two subterms to be considered: LLa and L( LLa). 
A2=LLu-_~I‘[~.]; therefore. SELL and tr=f[~,]. This is a repetition 
generic case for ,I, = L’ ( L(I) L3, A2 = La above leading here to a common 
L(L’_‘L,O[y])L,. 
A2~LL~~~L7(L\-)LJrLZ(LL\-)LJ.LZ(L,”L3.~)L3, or LL,L,.L(LL(L’“L,))L, 
L( LLtr) = x( J,J,), Thus, (I E J E LL and s E L. Then 
of the 
reduct 
A$,,L(LL(LL))L3. 
L( LLLI) +.Y( LL1.r) or .u( L 
L”‘+ I( L”‘L3_Y).’ 
“I+‘( L”‘L,J,)J,). because neither LL= LLy, nor LL- 
L(LLLI)~L~(L.~)L,,L~(LL~)L,,L’(L”’L,~)L, or LL3Lj,L(LL(LmLj))Lj: The left- 
hand subterms are too long. 
Al E L’( L” L3u)L3: Again we are confronted with two critical subterms: L”L,a and 
L( L” L.3 (I). 
l d2=L”L3u-sf [y]. Again this is like the case dl~L2(Lu)L3, d,=La, differing 
only in that the common reduct is L( L”+?L3 0 [y])L,. 
l dz=L”L3u-L2(Lx)L3 implies LIEL3, .x=Lnm3L3, and ~33. Then 
l AZ-L”L3a-L2(LL.x)L3 implies and a=L3, X-L, and n=2. Then 
l L”L3a~L2(L”L3x)L3, because L”-2L3$LmL3~x, 
l L”L3u- LL, L3 entails CI- L, and II= I. Then 
0 L”L3.u$L(LL(LrnL3))L3. 
l L( L”L,u)E~(J~~). Thus, a-y- L” L,, and X-L. Then 
l L( L” L3 a) E x( LLyy); thus, x z L, (I E L, and n = 0. Then 
&I;lltRl L(L2LL)L3wR1 L(L,L)L). 
0 L(L”L,u)f.u(L”+’ (L”L3y)~l). This equivalence cannot hold, because its conse- 
quences L”L3u=L”+’ (L” L3~)y and L” L3 = Lmf ‘(L” L3) are absurd. 
l L(L”L,) never matches any of L2(Lu)L3,L2(LLu)L3,LZ(LmL3u)L3,LL3Lj, or 
L( LL( L”L3))L3. The global pattern of d2 is L( . ..). whereas the other terms are of 
form L(...)L,. U 
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